SECTION VII

Section VII reports address other issues that do not fall easily into any of the other sections.

A number of miscellaneous studies have been conducted by the Research & Development Section and other staff units over the years. In addition to those listed in the table below, several other reports deserve mention.

A series of reports entitled Projected Motor Vehicle Registration and Drivers Licenses Outstanding was first published (as Report #27) in April, 1968, then (as Report #31) in March, 1970, both by the Research Section. This function was then transferred to the Management Systems Section and the report was updated in October, 1974 (as Report #48). Report #48 was revised in October, 1976, October 1978, and again in February, 1981.

A public opinion survey was conducted by the Research & Development Section and a report published in May, 1975 (as Report #54, Research and Planning Section) entitled How the Public Views DMV.